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Lamentations of the Flame Princess, 2017. Book. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Wouldst Thou Like To DIE Deliciously? The year is 1617, and the only thing on the minds of
every noblewoman and aristocrat in Europe is CHOCOLATE. The act of eating this modest
confection brings so much PLEASURE, it has become more prized than tea, spices, even liquor . and
it all comes from one place: LUCIA DE CASTILLOs factory in northern Friesland. This one
businesswoman has Europe by the balls, and some will pay handsomely for the secret to her
success. But Lucias factory isnt what it seems to be. The horrors and cruelties that exist within its
walls defy IMAGINATION ITSELF. Nobody ever goes in . and nobody ever comes out! BLOOD IN THE
CHOCOLATE is a psycho-sexual romp that pits characters not just against their enemies, but against
their own twisting, melting, inflating, or poisoned bodies. This adventure comes from the
imagination of Kiel Chenier (Dungeons Donuts, The Hell House Beckons), brought to life by the lurid
illustrations of Jason Bradley Thompson (Mangaka: The Fast Furious Game of Drawing Comics,
Dreamland). An adventure suitable for low-level characters for use with Lamentations of the...
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This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V

It is really an remarkable ebook that we actually have ever read through. I actually have study and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ewell Rem pel-- Ewell Rem pel
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